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Equip your students for success in first year Greek, and save them money! Assign the Biblical

Greek Survival Kit as a supplemental â€œtextâ€• for your course and give your students the tools

they need. This value-priced kit ($8 less than items purchased separately) includes: â€¢ Basics of

Biblical Greek Vocabulary Cards â€” this set contains all words occurring in the Greek New

Testament more than 15 times as well as all vocabulary from the book of 1 John. â€¢ Basics of

Biblical Greek Vocabulary Audio CD (also in mp3 format) â€” with all the words contained in Basics

of Biblical Greek, in chapter order. â€¢ Zondervan Get an A! Study Guides: Biblical Greek â€” all the

noun and verb paradigms they need to know all in one handy place.
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Equip your students for success in first year Greek, and save them money! Assign the Biblical

Greek Survival Kit as a supplemental 'text' for your course and give your students the tools they

need. This value-priced kit ($8 less than items purchased separately) includes: * Basics of Biblical

Greek Vocabulary Cards --- this set contains all words occurring in the Greek New Testament more

than 15 times as well as all vocabulary from the book of 1 John. * Basics of Biblical Greek

Vocabulary Audio CD (also in mp3 format) --- with all the words contained in Basics of Biblical

Greek, in chapter order. * Zondervan Get an A! Study Guides: Biblical Greek --- all the noun and

verb paradigms they need to know all in one handy place.

Make no mistake this was worth the money I paid for it. It saved much needed time on notecards



and they were legible and correlated with the chapters...mostly.Right away one will notice a

discrepancy between chapter 1 and the audio order, and more fatally between chapters 35 & 36's

vocab. 35 was completely missing from the ordered by chapter portion of the cards and instead 36

replaced it. I found several of 35's vocab (chapter unlisted) buried within the mountain of extra cards

covering the rest of the vocabulary. This oversight severely undercut studying for my finals when I

finally realized I hadn't been studying an entire chapter's worth of vocabulary and is just plain

sloppy. Again, this is an excellent resource, but why was the audio and vocabulary cards not

properly synced and why was an entire chapter's worth of vocabulary lost amongst the mountains of

others rather than being neatly organized like the rest?

It was a good product which is helping me study. I like to listen to the pronunciations and type them

out on word. Sometimes in the beginning, I could not hear the words with the sound quality of the

files. It could have been a touch better. I also like the cue cards, although I wish they had been in

plastic so that they would not bend as easily. They are very helpful nonetheless. Thanks so much

overall, it is a great idea, and the box it came in was pretty cool.

Mounce is Fantastic! The easiest, best Greek course I know of. He combines a systematic

approach with traditional approacch that has made this very popular.You have to learn vocab,

there's no way around it. For the $18 this costs, it's not worth making your own cards. Additionally it

comes with a handy little parsing guide, and a CD that says the words in Greek.Please note that the

book, CD, and flash cards DO NOT ALWAYS AGREE (usually book has more definitions). Seems

like a small thing to remedy, maybe in the next edition.

My husband loves this product.

I am just getting started in my quest to learn Biblical Greek, I think the materials included in this kit

will be most helpful in that quest. These items compliment Mounce's book "Basics of Biblical

Greek".

need all items to study greek. if use them you will. as a matter of fact all of mounces books and the

surival kit is a help. i did not take greek in seminary that was years ago. now i am a retired hostipal

chaplain and pastor ect. this is not an easy task. if read mounce was he has to say go back and get

english basics. you must have a very good unstanding. don't give up...onemwa



Great for anyone wanting to learn Biblical Greek! The author does well in giving the reader the

basics and developing them throughout.

If you are a student learning Koine, this is a MUST! No ifs, ands, or buts! I played the CD constantly

in my car, took 30-40 flash cards with me everywhere I went--and the study sheets were so helpful.

This is the smartest purchase you can make to make your life easier in seminary.Plus, it's great to

help you stay fresh on your Greek while out of school.
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